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Senator Whitehouse, Chairman Leahy, Ranking Member Grassley, Judiciary Committee 

Members, Senators: 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input for this landmark hearing. My name is Bonnie 

Campbell. I was the inaugural director of the United States Department of Justice’s Office on 

Violence Against Women, established in 1995 through the Violence Against Women Act 

(“VAWA”). Before that, I was the Attorney General of Iowa, where, as the state’s top law 

enforcement official, I helped to strengthen our domestic violence laws, to increase funding for 

victim shelters, and to write an anti-stalking statute that would become a national model.  

 

Today I’m asking you to do two things. First, please support Senate Bill 1290, The Protecting 

Domestic Violence and Stalking Victims Act, which will close loopholes in federal law that 

allow abusive dating partners and convicted stalkers to purchase and possess guns. Second, 

Congress should require background checks for gun sales by unlicensed sellers, so that abusers 

who are legally barred from having guns can’t end-run the law and buy guns anyway. 

 

VAWA has been critical for tackling domestic violence in this country—both punishing the 

perpetrators of these all-too-common crimes and providing resources for victims of abuse. I was 

extremely pleased that Congress reauthorized VAWA last year, with the votes of 78 Senators 

and 286 Members of the House. But widespread—and lethal—violence against women persists: 

Until we address our weak gun laws, we will not be able to protect American women from the 

gun violence that make this the most dangerous country for firearm homicide in the developed 

world.  American women are 11 times more likely to be murdered with a gun than women in 

other developed countries.
1
 And more than half of the American women shot to death each year 

are killed by their intimate partners or family members.
2
 

 

Domestic violence and gun violence are intimately connected—and our weak gun laws are the 

culprit. 

 

One in three American women will experience abuse in her lifetime
3
—and women in households 

with a history of abuse are nearly 15 times more likely to be murdered by an intimate partner or 
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family member.
4
   Indeed, when guns are present in domestic abuse situations, women are 5 

times more likely to be murdered.
5
  

 

And yet we know that strong laws can make a real difference. Since the National Instant 

Criminal Background Check System began operating 15 years ago, more than 300,000 gun sales 

have been denied to domestic abusers.
6
 Our laws work, but they’re still far too weak—and 

they’re still giving abusers easy access to guns. 

 

When Congress first passed VAWA, it wisely prohibited people from having guns while they are 

subject to domestic violence restraining orders. But the definition of domestic violence in the 

federal gun prohibitor does not match the definition of domestic violence in VAWA. VAWA 

protects victims against all intimate partner violence, regardless of marital status. But the 

restraining order prohibitor includes only abusive spouses and abusers who have cohabitated or 

share a child with their victims. This means that if a woman goes to court and gets a restraining 

order against her abusive boyfriend, he will still be able to buy guns—simply because the couple 

is not married. Similarly, when Congress passed a law prohibiting partners convicted of domestic 

abuse, the law again relied on the narrow definition—meaning that an ex-boyfriend may not be 

prohibited even after he is convicted of serious physical abuse. 

 

This is a dangerous gap in the law. And its impact has only grown more dire in the years since 

VAWA was enacted: The number of women murdered by dating partners has increased regularly 

over that period, and, as of 2012, more women are killed by boyfriends than husbands.
7
 

 

The Protecting Domestic Violence and Stalking Victims Act would address this serious problem, 

defining domestic violence under the federal gun prohibitors to include the same dating 

relationships covered in VAWA—and bringing our federal gun laws in line with the reality of 

domestic abuse. 

 

S.1290 would also prohibit convicted stalkers from buying or possessing guns. Not only is this 

plain common-sense, but we also know that a history of stalking does predict subsequent violent 

behavior: Among female victims of attempted murder, nearly 90 percent were stalked by their 

attackers in the previous year.
8
 In fact, more than one in ten women will be stalked in her 

lifetime.
9
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Protecting women from abusive dating partners and from stalkers should be a bipartisan effort, 

and S.1290 should pass Congress by the same large majorities as VAWA did. Make no mistake, 

this bill is the unfinished business of VAWA. The connection between protecting women and 

keeping guns out of abusive hands is clear. And while we wait to take action, 48 women are 

killed with guns each month by their intimate partners.
10

 We need to take this important step to 

keep our mothers, daughters, and sisters safe. 

 

I’m also asking you to renew the fight for background checks on all gun sales—the most 

important step we can take to keep guns out of dangerous hands. For fifty years we have 

prohibited dangerous people from having guns. For twenty years we have had a background 

checks system that allows us to enforce those prohibitions at the point of sale. But our work to 

prohibit criminals, spousal abusers, and the seriously mentally ill, and our work to create an 

background checks system with integrity, is undermined by the loophole that allows prohibited 

people to buy guns from unlicensed sellers without a background check. A spousal abuser can be 

convicted of rape and sexual assault, and can be subject to an active restraining order, but federal 

law still enables him to buy a gun from an unlicensed seller—online markets like Armslist.com 

make this easy—with no background check, and no questions asked. I urge you to require 

background checks for sales by unlicensed sellers, perhaps by revisiting the legislation 

introduced last year by bipartisan cosponsors Pat Toomey and Joe Manchin. 

 

Thank you for having this important hearing. Please stand up and vote for S.1290 and for 

background checks, legislation that carries on the work to stop domestic abuse in America. 
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